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About This Game

The legendary Knytt series continues with Nifflas’ latest creation; Knytt Underground.

In this Knytteration; humans have long since abandoned the planet after practically destroying it in a war, five hundred years
ago. The remaining population of Sprites, Fairies and various other life forms now live in mysterious tunnels underground –

where they are trying to discover the secrets of their origin and the meaning of life.

Mixed up in all of this curiosity is Mi – a mute but extraordinary sprite! She develops special powers as the game progresses and
embarks upon many exciting quests on her adventure. Her main goal is to find and ring the six bells of fate before time runs out.

If she doesn’t a destructive chain reaction will begin that will obliterate the entire planet!

With an array of thrilling quests to complete, unique zen-like gameplay and plenty of dynamic characters to meet and guide you
on your adventure – Knytt Underground delivers a captivating and unparalleled experience that will not disappoint! Explore over

1,800 rooms with the unique tried and tested mechanics that have already got over 1 million fans worldwide excited to run,
jump, climb, swing and bounce with unparalleled freedom.

Download today and soon you can begin your journey through this vibrant and enchanted underground world!

Key Features

 Over 1,800 rooms to explore and multiple story-driven quests to complete
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 Zen-like gameplay, vibrant environments and dynamic characters

 Compelling and thought provoking storyline

 Switch between human and ball form for an unparalleled sense of freedom

 Open world, ready to be explored by you (at your own pace)

 An ambient and immersive audio experience
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Not liking this game at all, and every minute playing is a snooze. Most glaring issue was the lack of controller support, and I had
to use Steam Big Picture to get the simple controls working. The controls use the strange jump-float movements from old Jump
Man games, up until the player becomes a bouncing ball with erratic movements.

Anyway, I was not impressed with the rest of the game, either. The graphics are not good at all. There are decent backgrounds,
but the platforms are really pixelated, and the character looks like a stickman with a most basic jump animation. I also did not
like the timed \/ puzzle jumping sequences that seemed out of place here in this game setting.

This game really needed an early storyline to keep me interested, and it is really a shame this was given only a token effort. (The
protagonist is conveniently a mute.) Over the first hour, there were just a couple very, very limited npc dialogs.

The droning background music loops is actually pretty good, but they do get repetitive after a while. The rest of the sounds are
just okay, and sounds like the water splashing is a bit grating.

If you can get this game for a dollar, then sure check it out. Functionally it works and I did not have any crashes on ubuntu
18.10 with radeon drivers. The game has a 500MB install size. Otherwise, I would really check this twice, as I would not call
this much of an exploration game any more than any other indie metroid-type platformer. Try Steamworld Dig or Waking Mars,
for a similarly priced alternative.
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